
Q. The standard response when asked, “What are you doing with the portfolio to protect against inflation?” 

seems to be, “Just buy companies with pricing power.” With that in mind, what is pricing power?

A. Pricing power is the ability to raise prices in order to maintain or expand margins without curtailing demand 

or losing share to a competitor. For many companies, winning in an inflationary environment will depend on 

how indispensable their product or service is and where they sit in the value chain. It’s not just about being 

able to raise prices. You need to do so without impacting demand and profitability. Pricing power is always 

important, but more so in inflationary times. 

Q. What are some ways that companies display pricing power?

A. There are many ways a company can display pricing power: scale economics, distribution networks, capital 

costs, innovative products and strong branding are a few. If the product or service it provides is a relatively small 

cost in relation to the value it’s bringing, then all the better. Companies with durable, resilient businesses that 

are hard to compete against or displace typically display pricing power.

For example, the flavor & fragrance industry. These companies provide small quantities of ingredients to the 

food and consumer products industries that represent a very small percentage of their customers’ total costs 

but are one of the key differentiators of the end product. They enhance either the taste or the smell, two of the 

most important attributes that lead to repeat purchases by consumers. 

The top four players represent more than two-thirds of the market, with high barriers around the business 

that include quality and safety assurances, regulatory requirements, patent protections, a global service and 

distribution network that works closely with customers in development projects, and crucially, access to a vast 

number of raw materials (something like 12,000 different ingredients). As a result, switching costs are very high 

as products must be reformulated, which poses the risk that the end consumer might notice that the taste or 

smell of the product has changed. 

All these attributes help differentiate the companies, providing protection against competition and giving 

them a degree of pricing power. Their steady margins and return profiles over extended periods of time help 

demonstrate their resilience and show that their excess returns are not being competed away by downward 

price adjustments. 

Another area is companies that sell branded, generally small-ticket items through extensive distribution 

partners to a fragmented customer base. An example would be low-voltage electrical products — products 

and solutions that go into electrical systems for both commercial and residential buildings. Electricians are loyal 

to products. They get good support in terms of training and a quick response if things go wrong. They want 

reliability and speed of installation above everything so once they are familiar with a product, they tend to stick 

with it. 
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Price is often a pass-through cost to the end customer and is usually not a major cost component of the job 

in any case. Often the use of these products is habitual as they become embedded into installation process. 

Additionally, they can provide energy savings, and the payback periods for new products or services can be 

quite short and provides some cover for price increases.

Another area where we see good pricing power is in the industrial gas industry. These companies are 

providing various gases such as oxygen, nitrogen and hydrogen for use in a range of industries, from steel mills 

to chemical companies to health care to food & beverage to electronics and others. Barriers to entry here are 

high, with significant up-front capital investment costs. But once that infrastructure is in place, you can see local 

monopolies develop as the scale advantage and leveraging the existing asset base means the incumbent in 

that region will be able to offer the marginal customer a lower price than any new entrant and each additional 

customer can generate higher returns at lower prices. That means that as density increases, so do margins and 

returns.  

All of that accumulated capex sunk into infrastructure assets provides a large moat around these businesses 

that is almost impossible to duplicate. After a series of industry deals over the past twenty years, industry 

consolidation has altered the competitive landscape, with just three major global players representing over 60% 

of the market. That has allowed for disciplined pricing and improved returns over time. 

Customer switching is quite limited because the gases being supplied represent a relatively small share of their 

end production costs, but they are mission-critical to a customer’s process. If the supply of gases fails, it can 

mean an entire facility has to halt production. Long-term take-or-pay contracts with inflation escalation clauses 

in parts of the business also help guarantee a return on capital. 

Turning to luxury, we find attractive companies that have very strong branding based on heritage, provenance 

and overall image. For decades, they have invested in marketing and product development to enhance their 

desirability. Once you’ve created that strong appeal and value in the eyes of consumers, then pricing is no 

longer the key purchase criteria. When you consider that their gross margins are 70% to 80%, then the impact 

of raw material cost inflation is much more limited than for lower margin businesses. 

Over time, the price elasticity observed has been very low. In fact, for some highly coveted brands, scarcity 

value — or at least the perception of scarcity — can mean that higher pricing coupled with the perception of 

increased product value can actually lead to higher demand over time. Customers sense that some products do 

not lose value. 

We spend a lot of time trying to understand what gives a company its competitive edge and pricing power, and 

then continuously test those views to ensure it remains durable. 

Q. What should you be wary of? 

A. Technology risk and disintermediation. For example, the Internet has changed the competitive landscape for 

many retailers and consumer products groups. In the past, you might have erected barriers based on channel 

distribution — shelf space in a supermarket, perhaps — but the Internet has changed that dynamic, allowing 

new entrants to come in and cause companies pricing problems.

If your pricing power and competitive positioning is grounded on a low-cost base that could change due to 

factors outside your control such as unexpected tariffs or rising energy and wage costs. 

Another risk is that your product is easily substitutable or commoditized. Some specialized technology materials 

manage to retain an edge for some years but can eventually face more competition as peers catch up. If your 

product can be easily replaced or if you are producing to a grade or specification that others can copy, that can 

hurt margins.  
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Q. How has the rapid increase in inflation over the last year impacted pricing?

A. It has been relatively easy to pass on inflation in the past year. It’s been very visible: supply chain problems, 

raw material prices, energy costs… so everyone is having to pass on rising prices inflation and the value chain 

has been accepting of that. A strong growth backdrop, as economies emerged from COVID restrictions, 

largely supported price pass-through for most companies. But if demand cools, then we could start to see 

pricing power differences between companies reassert themselves. 

Q. What happens if inflation remains persistently high? 

A. In persistent periods of inflation, it’s often overlooked, but a company needs to increase cash flows and 

return on capital, not just profits, because to maintain or grow the current operating base, future capex will 

likely cost more. A company will ideally increase profit enough to cover higher capital investment costs, not just 

operating costs. 

There are many ways companies can display pricing power. It is more than just being able to raise prices. It is 

the ability to do so without impacting the margin structure, thereby maintaining profitability while increasing 

cash flows to fund future capital requirements. The landscape is shifting, and managements is going to have 

to be more astute. We’re already witnessing some companies struggling with falling demand. In inflationary 

times, it’s particularly important to be selective. We’ll soon see who has pricing power and who doesn’t.  
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